
The social acceptance by the general 
public, the stakeholders and the potential 
customers of HFC projects and applica-
tions across Europe is widely recognized 

as a key dimension in the sustainable 
implementation of HFC technologies. If 

hydrogen and fuel cell technologies are to 
play a significant role in Europe’s new energy 

and transport systems, a careful consideration of 
social acceptance issues is needed.

The issue of how the public and potential users perceive and 
respond to hydrogen technologies has been the objective of 
past research. Two main findings of this research have been, 
first, that public attitudes towards hydrogen technology vary 
across populations and time, influenced by a complex set of 
factors; and second, that gathering reliable data on the public 
attitudes towards hydrogen technologies requires careful 
conceptual and methodological considerations.
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The social research on awareness and acceptance of hydrogen 
energy and FCH technologies will be based upon interviews 
with up to 7,000 European citizens and about 400 selected 
stakeholders.

The evaluation of the interviews will generate the theoretical 
knowledge on the state of awareness and acceptance as well 
as on the influencing factors to the acceptance process that 
will be transferred to the applied knowledge of the manage-
ment toolbox to be developed in HYACINTH.

The interviews will be partly quantitative and partly qualitative 
interviews in order to consider and include new insights and 
unknown influencing factors to general 
public and stakeholder acceptance 
while providing a representati-
ve outlook on the state of 
awareness and accep-
tance as well as 
identifying main 
issues to be conside-
red in managing the 
acceptance process.

-

BACKGROUND OBJECTIVES METHODOLOGY
Successfully embedding hydrogen energy technologies in society 
will require at least three types of acceptance:

(a) Public acceptance - by individual consumers 
and citizens.

(b) Industry acceptance - by key companies 
in the supply chains.

(c) Political acceptance - by governments,
regulators and state agencies.

Hydrogen technologies are being tested and implemented in a 
number of demonstration projects across European cities and 
regions. The identification and understanding of the social 
acceptance of hydrogen technologies may help officials, 
planners, developers and the public identify and address poten-
tial conflicts of interest and misunderstandings that may  jeopar-
dise  the  market introduction and development. Understanding 
and integrating the public needs and concerns with the manage- 
ment  of  hydrogen projects could be crucial for the successful  
devolopment of hydrogen technologies.

Analysis of the visibility of hydrogen energy and 
FCH technologies in society (desktop research 
and expert interviews)

Interviews on awareness of FCH technologies in 
the general public (qualitative interviews)

Interviews on acceptance of hydrogen energy in 
the general public (qualitative and quantitative 
interviews)

Interviews on hydrogen energy and FCH 
technology acceptance at selected stakeholders

when competitive and reliable alternatives are in place, will 
require more than “just” environmental benefit and energy 
efficiency – it requires a true added-value to the early adopters 
(region and/or organization).

The central methodologies used to collect the necessary 
information to understand the acceptance process and develop 
a management toolbox will be:

Identify the main drivers of social awareness and 
acceptance of  HFC technologies.

Support stakeholders through the development of
a Social Acceptance Management Toolbox (SAMT).

The transition phase of Hydrogen and Fuel Cell (HFC) technolo-

across Europe. 

aims to:

gies is expected to happen within the next decade. As many 
European countries and companies face severe economic and 
social challenges, it will be difficult to introduce hydrogen and 
fuel cell technologies on a broad-scale to the market,  with the 
expectation of higher costs,  a  less developed  infrastructure and 

Identify and understand awareness and 

lower reliability during the early stages of widespread adoption.

acceptance of hydrogen energy and HFC 
technologies and perceived potential benefits.

Changing a running system, and switching to a new technology 

The  main  objective  of HYACINTH  project  is to gain a deeper 
understanding of the social acceptance of hydrogen technologies 

By combining specific qualitative and quantitative methods  and 
samples of European  citizens  and  stakeholders, HYACINTH 


